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Introduction

The purpose of this stud., was- to assess the impact of

Spider world. 4 robot langlooe. as an introduction to Pro- 4

°ramming. lhe Spicer World program was recently field tested

asPoart of a stuov by theNIE f4nded Assessing the Cognitive

Conseouences of Computer Environments for Learrtipo Project

(ACCCEL) at the Lawrence Hall of 'Science. We wanted to

determine if ctudehts would,fina it easier to.learn'Procram-

ming if they qad an initial experience using this carefullv

destoned Piece of educational software. We speculated that

the experience with this software would hell) students learn
S

coecific thinwino skills which are necessary in Proarammi.na.

and learn to work with the computer autonomously.

4
There are two ma for difficulties with using a gener.1

purpose Proorammino lanouaoe.in an introductory course. 7ne

first is that the complexity and detail of a ceneraj PurPose

lanouage like BASIC or Pascal often overwhelms the .novice..

The student spends most of the time learnino a immense

numoer of superficial syntax rules. and fails to-grasp

essential concepts of aloorithm design. The second problem

is that apglications of a general Purpose language are sel-
s

dam vt.ry appealing or motivatino: the kinds of problems

which can DP scived after an initial introduction to c gen-
t

f.ral Duro:Jse lancuaoe are unattractive and of little

interest. to the averaae person.

TD overcome theseJtwo oronlems. a special purpose pro-



cramMino environmentocalled Spider World was developed (Dal-

bey. l9b3a1. Spider World is an interactive simulation for

people witn no r;revious computer experience to learn the

tunoamentals of procrammino. Spider World is similar to

other "robot" lancuaces such as turtlegraphics. (Papett.

19601. Karel pattis. 1981I. and Josef (Tomek. 19821. In

Spider world the user commands a hyootheticaf robot called

the. Spider to create colored patterns on the computer

disolav screen.

Spider World haS many advantages over general purpose

lanouades which makes it appropriate for a bedihning

cramming course. Perhaps the most sitignificant is ,that 'the

Spider world environment is arairdically oriente. Novices

find the environment intrinsically appealing because it

allows them ''to interact %atm and control visual display.

General purpose languages manipulate symbol's or perform

numeric computations. neither of Which has the powerful

appeal of craohics. In this, regard Seidel' world is

approachable by people wno arer' not comfortable' with

matheilmticall; Problems.

The seconc advaptage of Spider World is the language

has a limited vet powerful command set with a very simple

syntax. The commands provide both loopina and subroutine,

capabilities. Spider instructions are simple one word

enalism commAnds. Tmere are no restrictions on punctuati,n

such as 1 ine numDe'rs or statement separat(irs. There are no
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mvsterIous anhreviations or mnemonic code's and no algebraic

expressions.

The third advantaoe of Solder World is that there is no

jnput and output of data. This important because it

avoids many confusing and rather esoteric issues such as

reservina memory locations or declaring variables; format-

tin° of-data..obevino data type conventions. variable naming

rules. and data streams. Because Spicier programs have no

input and output. the learner can focus on control struc-

tures for looping and subroutines. Thus, the more'Central
. ,

,

.ideas `of nrocedure specificati'on can be introduced while

avoiding the ueripheral issues of data. manipulation.

what is unique about Spider WoCie, a

Soider World emphasizes the cocnitive tasks which are

central to proaramming. and orovioes with that

king of problem solvino. There are some important .distinc-

tions between Spider and other robot languages *filch maKe

her especially appropriate for beginning oroarammina. The

primary difference is that Sp Eder World is much simpler than

1

.otrer robots because it offers a more limited set of capa-

bilities. This narow domain is adirantageous because novices

can immeoiatelv begin explorina the,environment with little

or no instruction. It mean4 that there arelnot a lot of

commands to learn before one encounters the central ideas of

orocranvinc. This enables one to engage in cocnitively

oemAndino tAlkc which Present significant croblem solving

.4
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opportunities.

One of the unictie 'features cf Spider World is that it.

has' a mode of coeration in whicn the user can interactiv lv

ouIoe the Spider to create designs on the screen. In "draw

t

mode" the display shows' a white souare with black arid

lines. which is the Spiders room isee Figure 1). The Spider

herself is casplaVec in the uooer Imft corner as a solid

black triangle. From this initial Position the user can

"pilot" the Spicier. directing her to move around the room

and painte.souare,s-certain colors. The bottom for lines, of

the screen describe whiCh key on the keyboard Causes which

action. This enaGles the user to begin interacting immedi-

ately without reading a user manual or text. Each buttow

pritssed causes the SoiCierto respond .ith a specific action,

( and results in an immediate, chance in the image on tne

screen. This becinnina interactive mode of Sailer World

4A,
allows a novice to explore the pripitive capabilities of the

Spicer in a very direct way. Draw mode allows the user to

discover re effects, of, Spikier commands 'without creating and

executino a complete program.

An attractive characteristic of Solder world is that

the Spicer operates in a discrete world not a continuous

one line turtle craphics. The Spider functions in a plane

which is divided into a small number of aistinct cells whicn

400f,ar on the screen as a grid. The only movement available

to the spider is within this orthogonal framework. This is

9
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especially advantaaeous for^chi:dien who don't vet under-

stand' Geometry. because it is not vecessary to specify a

numeric value of an angle in order to turn the Spider.

.

.0ne of the most Powerful features'of Spider world is

that the ,Solder remembers each Key that tht user presses in

draw mode. Then by pressing a special Key lorearawwl the

entire pattern can be recreated. Thui;\the simulation has

created a stored program automatically. which the user con

execute by imply pressing a Key. This, exemplifies the

essential cha cteristic of proarammable dices -- the

ability to nomouslv carry out 4 stored seouence of

instructionso In thi's way the fundamental power of the cam-

outer is mane available to the novice almost effortlessly.

By proviaina this concrete experience with a robot, the

ie'arner has a tanaible basis for understandina the abstract

c)ncept of a procrammable device.

Fiaure 2 shows the display at a Particular point durina

the "redraw" or "run" of a Spider Program: The simulation

allows the user to halt the execution. or proceed one step
ti

at a time. Included in the text at the bottom of the screen

is the Spider instruction currently kieina executed.

The operation of tne Spider in draw mode is based on a

"one Mutton orr function" model which is common to most

mechanical devices. such as nousenold mooliances. as well as

contemporary video (James: The earlier stages of inteflictind

with the Spider are-not unlike Previous experiences most

7
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stuoents ha 4e had in daily life. The novice does not need

any prerecuisite Knowledge' from. mathemat:cs or form .1

lonouaoes. lnus. for even unsoohiiticated learners, Solder

World serves as an accessible bridge to the "powerful ideas-.

contained in proorammina.

4 The Spider World simulation has a. built-in editing
.

facility Simply pressino a key ceases the commands in the

Spio&'s memory to be orinteo as English text on the screen

(see Ficoure :a). The user's orooram can be modified usino

cer t in Keys to:move the cursor on the Screen and insert and

delete. lines of code. Additionarly. the simulation has the

ability to load and save Spider programs the -user creates on

fl000v dick. Thus: the user is quickly accuain,ted with
1.

the utilities that ere commonly offereefor .develooing and

manioulating programs (see Figure O.

.1

7ne Spider lanouaoe has several programming constructs

which Are found in hioher level lanouaoes. The dERINE-EN,

construct provides the ability to create subroutines. The

0.144T-uhi7 li construct Performs a, looPino/funttion. The

Sober also has a 4ccunter. and a wmemory reoister"' which

ca he manipulated by the orcaram. . The introduction of

these po,gertul programmino structures is facilitateo by the

simplicity of the command lAnouaoe (see Figure 53., With

these structures the user can solve complex problem! 'which

oemohtrAte esentiAi technioue,s of aloorithm.desion.

8
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Aqvantaces for eroocammirla lintcuctiot,

As we said at the onset, Spider World responds to two.

ma for difficulties presented by most programming languaoes.

First. Spicier World allows for more precise instruction in

the specific corkepts of algorithm design. Spider Worlo

emphasizes two flow of control features and provides stu-

dents with the opportunity to fully understand these

features and to use them effectively.

itudents gain .what, we refer to as "templates" for these

features. By templates. we mean stereotypic prescriptions

for a oarticular aspect of a oroaram. These templates .ate

similar to the schemata aescribed by Norman, Gentner, ono

Stevens (19161. Temolates cen aoply to a whole Procra0:

For example, they can be reflected in an :'input-process-

output" template. Templates can also apply to a specific,

function of a program. In Spicer Worlo, the two templates

which are specifically emohasezed are: first, the

"repeat...until" template; and second, the "define...end"

temp late. The "repeat...until" template.is a loop ino tem-'

plate: the "define...end" template is a subroutine template.
6

The Spider world environment teaches these templates and

provides extensive experience in using them such that stu-

dents are ligelv to builo an effective coanitive structure

for tnese templates which they can use in other situations.

the secant: difficulty whicn Spider world is specifi-

col iv desi4nea to overcome nas to 'AO with student interest

9
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in and wi'llinaness to pursue the learning environment.

Spicer world s arc,acceealina environment. and, ,it is aesianed

such that students mav'proceed to learn autonomously. Stu-

dents are encouraged to depend on +he'manual and to use

feecback from t'he computer to ficiure out solutions to their

problems.° rather than oePendina on the instructor and using

the machine solely as a typewriter.
4/.

4,

Thus. Soider World was implemented specifically to help

stuoents acouire two templates and to foster autonomous

l'earnina amono students.

methods

Instructional Treatments

N

To assess the effectiveness of Spider world in impart-

inn these two skills. we implemented Spider world for three

weeKS and compared the impact of Solder world to two other

instructional conditions. One of the conditions was Type

Attack. a software program by Sirius Softwar'e This was

chosen on the suooestion of several classroom teachers who

complained that lack of typing ability is tne largest obsta-

cle to success in their orooramminc courses. In addition.

we scheduled a control croup wmicn'odaan ECASIC instruction

e

from th' start o

l
the course. Each of these three proarams

were hiplemente for three weeks. For the Soigtr world and

Type attack programs. curriculum materials were suooliec by

10
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ACCCEL (Dalbev. 1983c; Nelson. note 2). These materials

included lecture notes. samole oroplems, student exercises

and worKsheets; ana solutions. BASIC was taught in the

manner used wit the teacher prior tc our investigation.

Subjects

These three treatments wire implemented in two suburban

and one urban junior high school. One school had three

classes which were randomly assianed to the three condi-

Lions. One .had six classes; two of which were randomly

assigned to each condition. The third school had two classes

which were randomly assigned to either BASIC or Spider

world. Approximatefy twenty-seven students were enrolledlin

each class.

Teacher Trait:00G

To familiarize teachers 'with the Type Attack and *Spider

world materials. a 'half day in-service session was

scheduled. Teachers were presented with the materials.

Allowed to use them on-line. given the curriculum guide. and

instructed to follow the curriculum guide closely. Since

the teachers would not he experx in using the Spider World

software. we sudgested that they encourraikthe students to

figure out answers to their Questions on their own as mucn

C-"' as oossiole. Students were aiyen access to the Spider World

Reference manual anc encouraged to look uP imswersi to their

uuestions wnen necessary. Teachers were encouraged to

A

A

1
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demonstrate their own Problem solving processes when cues-

tions which they could net answer were asked ry students.

we anticioated that teachers would engage in Problem solvina

and test the Spicier Worldenvironment when students asked

them duestiOns about aspects of the languaoe with which they

were not familiar with.

The teachers were eonfidentt _after the half-day in-

service. 'that they,coulo implement the program and, indeed,

were very appreciative of our efforts to, in their view.

help them improve their total instructional program.

Altnouoh th, teacher:s were enthusiastic aboutihe materials

that we presented. they reserved judgment concerning whether

or not the materials would foster cognitive accomplishments

in their students.

Assessment

After three weeks of instruction. a ;ritten 'assessment

of student acnievement .was administered. The first Part of

this assessment foused on the soecitic software the student

had used. Thus. we assessed tvoino speed in the Tvoe Attack

program; we assessed knowloode of Spider world in the 5pioer

world orooram: and we assessed knowledge of WAS1C in the

HAS1C program. Tne second Part of tne assessment was a test

of to.nolarp Abowledoe given to all Participants in t.e

study. Inis "robot" programming test was intended to meas-

ure the temolhtf. sttioents mad acauired during tne three

weeks of instruction. The test hag tnree oarts. Onr ()girt

12
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focused specifically on the mrepeat...untiln template. A

second part focused on the define...end* or subroutine tem-

plate. ano a third part focused on the template which was

emphasized in the BASIC instructions the wif...aotou tem-

plate.. We hypothesized that students who had been exposed

to the Spider world templates would have acoilred the abil-

ity. to 'use those temp. ates in a novel situation. such as

that afforded by the *robot* test. Furthermore, .se

hypothesized that students who had Participated in BASIC

would.have acouired the ability to use the coke template

taught durino tneir three-week lesson in a novel environ-

ment. Sample items from the robot test are aiven in Ficurei

6 and 7.

This study is part of a larder investiaation. Analysis

of tests of competency with the specific software used and

performance atter additional instruction in BASIC following

these three-week introductions will be reported in subse-

°tient Publications. This report focuses exclusively on the

robot test .assessment of performance after three weeks of

instruction.

To evaluate the effects of Spider world on stuaent

Autonomous loarnino. inclass observations of students as

well as interviews with teachers were used. Observations

focused on the behavior of individual stuoents. Student

4

oenavi...1r was coded accordinu to the activity enaaged in

(0esidninu. codinc. runninc. reformulating. etc.). stra-

.1

13
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teoles for' debuocino (hvoothesizino. Terunnino, listing. 1\

etc). and help-seekina (text. Peer. teacher, etc). Analysis
Y.

focused or on narrative comments from :he observers.

Eacn class was observed at least twice during the three

weeks of instruction.

Results

languaoe AcouisItIoo

Students in the BASIC treatment learned very little

about the BASIC languaoe during the first three weeks. On

the exam. students were not even proficient at ioentifying

syntactically correct BASIC statements. They were somewhat

able to comprehend the operation of simple Pronrams using

PRINT. but did not unoerstand looping or subroutines.

Stuoents in the Spider World treatment learneo quite a

lot About Spider prooramming during the three weeks of

instruction. kesults of the exam showed them to be adept

with the primitives of the lanogaoi. and also moderately

capable of understanding proarams with loops and subrou-

tines.

Template Acouisitinn

To assess the etfect of instruction on template

accuicition. the rohot test was Oivided into three sub-

t4
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scales. each focusing on one template (subroutines. loops.

or htanches). Table 1 shows the relative Performance of

each treatment croup ofteach subscale of the robot test.

4

Students in the Spider world treatment cirow did the

best on the robot test. Students in this group had the

hiahest means on 21 out of 24 items on the robot test.

statistically 'significant difference between the means fOr

Spider world and BASIC was found on seven items, and also on

the total test means.

Students in 16 Type Attack treatment grouo did better

than the BASIC croup on.the first two sections of\ite robot

test. These sections dealt with subroutines and loops. he

Type AttackHmeans were higher on 15.ou, of 16 items. with a

statistically significant differences on 2 items. The BASIC

croup had slightly higher means than Type Attack on 7 out of

r. items in th'i third section. which dealt with branchinq.

1
Thus it appears that Spider World students benefited

the most from their instruction. They did well on their

achieveLt test and also outperformed the other groups on

the transfer test.

The surorisinc result is the mediocre performance Dv

ctuoents in the BASIC croup* They did Poorly on their

.acnievement test. and were outscored on 2 rut of 3 sections.

(In the transfer test h*/ students who had m,ec only typing

software. It Appears that the small amount of BASIC that was

15
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6

learned by those students aid not appreciably affect their

performance on the robot test. /he only section in which

they did better than the Type Attack groUp was the section

that involved branching constructs. anal000us to wGOTOw in

BASIC.

Autonomous Learning

Assesiment of the effect of the Spider World instruc-

tion on autonomous tearnino is based on observations and

interviews with the teachers. Observers of students usino

Spider world reported considerably mote instances of stu-

uents interrooating the.environment and testing it to find

out how to
J
do somethino more effectively. In addition. stu-

dents in the Spider World enviement were more likely to

use reference materials than those studying BASIC. Further-

more. students in Spider )4or1d clearly enjoyed the software

and freouentiv expressed interest in continuing to work with

it.

Their teachers echoed this sentiment, reauesting per-

migsion to use Solder world in their otherfclasses and to

. use Spider World in subseauent years of instruction. Inlgen-

era]. hoth students and teachers were :vary enthusiastic

about Spider World. thus indicating that SOider World met

the motivational criteria wnich we set opt to investigate.

More research would be helpful to further clarify whether

students gained autonomous learning skills by working in

16



this environment. It seems clear that students exhibit

their autonomous learning behaviors when given the opportun-

itv to use tnem in Spider world.

Teachers also reported that when the BASIC instruction

was instituted for students who had had Spider.World that

those classes were quick to nick uo on BASIC. Indeed, the

teachers reported that the Spider World classes caught uo

with the BASIC classes by the time that the semester was

over. The teachers were unsure exactly what to attribute

this to. Besides theSoider World instruction. there was

perhaps an iMplicit expectation on the part of the teacher

that it would be easier to teach classes where all were cov-

erIng the same material. Thus it is not obvious whether an

implicit desire to have the classes catch up with the other

classes or an explicit advantage of Spider world contributed

to this situation. Nevertheless. Spider World may help stu-

dents to acuuire further Programming understanding and it

seems unlikely that Spider world interferes with further

learning.

-Conclusions

Many observers of use of computers in pre - college set-

tincs repLrt that little which could be defined as cocmi-

tivelv demandinu is occurring in these classrooms. In con-

trast. using Spider world to introduce prooramminb results

17



in student acouisitiom of templates which they can apply i

related environments. Thus. students acquire some of the

powerful ideas* which have been advertised for computer

learning environments and demonstrate that they can use them

in new domains.. In contra's students receiving instruction

in BASIC appear to have made fewer,aails ine,these skills

even thouoh their instruction focused on a sincle templIte

while the Spider worla instruction focused on two.

,Wms,

The ACCCFL. Proiect staff (L
/

inn and Fisher. 1982) have

argued that aUtonomous learning skills alight be acguireo

from computer learnino environments. Yet, few environments

offer these opportunities: It appears that the Spider World

software and curriculum encouraoed students to learn auto-

nomously. More work is needed to determine whether auto-:

nomous learnino canoe fostered more Generally in program*.

mina courses and to establish which specific(features of the

complyter environment foster these accompliihments.

The Spider world software and curriculum were extremely

well-received by teachers and students. The prooramming

environment appears to be enhanced by use of this sort of

introduction. In particular, the limited number of commands

in the environment appear to help students focus on the cog-
.

nitively interesting aspects of interaction with a computer.

The (lesion of.the software. such that 'a large amount of

feedback can he cained and the opportunity to use. the reter-

ence manual when problems arise both contribute to the
%-

18
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likelihood that students will engage in autonomous learning

in the comouter environment.

.
.

Technical lafocalOtIoo
\ ,

.

t
.\Soider World runs on an Apple 1I -plus microcomiuter

. f .

with I a single disk drive and 48K RAI.. 4. color monitor is,
t

4,

recommended though not essential. The simulation includes

the interpreter. editor. file manager, and ademonstration

mode. The source .code is largely written in ApOjesoft BASIC

With minor segments° in machine. language. extensive
o

reference manual and teacher's guide hats been orepared

bey. 1983bi Daibev, 1983c). The simulation 'and documenta-

tion is available for fifteen dollars from Project ACCCit,

Iawrence Hall of Science. University of California, Berke-

ley. CA 94720. 4it
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4*PURPLE, W*WHITE, OBLACK, !I:REDRAW*

psFrAGET. <ESC>=LIST.

Draw mode Screen Display

Figure 1
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 I I. 1 I 1

1 1 1 1 I 1 1

I I I 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1, 1 1 1

I 1 1 1 1 1 1

I 1 1 1 1 1 . 1

1 1 I 1 1 1 I

1 I 1 1 1 1 1

1 I 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1- 1 1 1 1 1 11111111i,
1 1 1 1 I I 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

I I

1 1.

1 1

1 1

1 1

.

STEP.

%PRESS 'H' TU WALT. SPACE SAR TO RkSUME.

(ESC> 10 STOP THE SPIDER.

lb

'Run Mode Screen Display

Figure 2
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: HERE IS A SAMPLE SPIDER PROGRAM

START

BLUE

STEP

RFD

TURN

STEP

GkEEN

QUIT

:=UP /=DOWN a-INSERT mcDELETE

OPTIONS: LIST.RUN,DRAW.FORGETSAVE,LOAD,

BUILD#DEMOtFILES.I.<ESC>

List Mode Screen Disolav

24
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LIST: Displays the current solder program. You may

make chances to the orooram by retyPino lines on the
screen. *4 may move the cursor to the desired line by

oressina *;" for up ano "/* for down. To insert a line

orecn 1111 W4 To delete a line press 03,10.

RUN: Execute the current solder oroaram.

MAW: An interactive mode where You Guide the Spicer
\to create patterns. In draw mode the Soi \ r is moved

by pressino certain keys.

FORGET: Erase all the lines in the current oroaram.

SAVE: Cow/ the current' program to a disk file.

LOAD: Copy a file from the disk into the Spider

memory. The old orooram is lost, and the Program on
the file oecomes the current oroaram.

BUILD: Append a file from the disk to tne Solder's
memory. The old orooram is nct destroyed.

DEMO: Automatically run a demonstration of the soioer

in action. Demo executes a seguence of prewritten

spider oroorams.

FILES: Displays the names of spider programs which

have been saved on the oisk.

Soldir world Simulation Options

Figure 4

4
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Action commands

SIART: Draw the-wall ana prepare to begin your journey.
STEP:, Take one step in tne direction you are facing.
TORN: Turn to your richt.

.

BLUE: Paint the square you are standing oA blbe.
s

. (Toe Spider aiso knows KED, GREEN, PUWPLE, WHIIIJE,sand BLACK.)

Arm: Add one to your counter. . . .
SUBTRACT: Subtract one' from Your center. A,

STORE: Place the turrent.vAue.of Ae counter in nilmiarry redister.

RECALL: Replace.toe.value of courrtr with_the value from memory .

resister.
..QuIT: Stop., vodr ;journey is

,
. .

Cootrorcopmaosis

over

*FINE TAO-name Allows..a.seouence of statements*to be refecreg

. to by i sin4le names . When task-name Ps- used ,

. in the program, all the statements defined \

. in'the task will be carried out.
END, C. talk /oust be defined before it can tie Invoked.

REPEAT Tells tne strider to keep .doing the instructions that.

are written between the "repeat* and "unril" statemepts
until the indicated condition is met.-

P

UNIIL (WALL/ZERO/cola'.
WALL means until the wall is reached.
2E120 means until the counter equals zero.
color means until the Spider Is standinc on a

souare of the specified color.

Solder Language

Figure b
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Table 1

Robot Test Results

Item Mean
BASIC IA

Subroutines

1 4.4 4.8
2 8.3 *8.5
3 6.2 7.5
4 5.6-5.9
5 6.4 "7.4
6 4.2 4.3
Total 14.0 38.1

Lobos

So

4.5
8.6
7.2

'6.6'
7.6
5.5
37.1

F Ratio from onewav
analysis of variance

3.4
*0.3
3.2
1.8
3.6
3.5
1,.9

Sianificahce
level

.04
ns

.04

.1.

.0:2

.0:3

.15

1 .45 .70 .67 6.1 .00

2 .56 .68 .74 2.7 .07

3 .61 .65 .67 .34 ns

4 .38 .40 .48 .71 ns

5 .46 .50 .59 1.3 ns

6 .30 .39 .58 6.0 '00

7 3.9 4.8 6.5 6.8 .00

b .42 .42 .59 2.6 ,
.07

9 .25 .35 .56 7.9 .(0

10 2.6 3.5 4.5 . 4.6 .01

. Total 9.6 12.2 14.8 5.3 .00

FrAnchPs

1 .22 .15
2 .28 .25

..30
.3b

2.0
1.5 --

.13

.22

3 .25 .15 .36 4.5 .t1

4 .70 .14 .29 2.1 .11

5 .2? .14 .27 1.7 .18

6 .11 .G.7 .22 3.3 .04

7 2.6 2.3 4.0 3.3 .04

ti 1.5 1.6 2.7 2.7 .07

Total 5.3 4.1.1 8.0 2.8 .06

All Items

49.0 55.P 60.0 3.2 .04
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Gerfiold Robot (cont)

LINSTRUCTIELI

Garfield Illbbot can learn new commands. Now commands combine already

Figure 6
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

known commands..

To teach Gerfield Robot a new command to make a square, you could say:

New Command S\ARE
Move 3

Turn R

Move 3

Turn R

Move 3

Turn R

Move 3

End Command

[PROBLEMS

3) New commands can be used just like ether cop.11ands. Dreil what Garfield

Robot would do to follow these comment.-

COMMANDS

Begin

Turn R

Move 5

.Square

Move 5

End

PATH

IIMINM1101

1

2



Garfield Robot (cont)

BEST COPY AMIABLE

Figure 7

10 Write a program using SQUARE to get Garfield Robot to follow this path.

Start where you see the GR:

COMMANDS PATH

2 9.


